Congratulations!!!
You're having a baby! After you finish celebrating (or panicking!) over that
positive pregnancy test, there are so many things to consider as you navigate
this giant life change. As the birth of your baby gets closer you might start
thinking about how you would like that birth to happen.
There are so many choices and so many opinions out there on those choices
that it's hard to sort through the noise. You've heard the cruel jokes about how
women with birth plans end up with everything they planned on NOT having.
You know you don't want that to be you. So how do you write an effective birth
plan that truly helps you communicate with your care providers?
First and foremost, an effective birth plan starts long before you actually write it.
It starts with choosing a care provider and birth place that are supportive of
your choices. This does not at all mean you can't have a natural birth in the
hospital, it just means that you need to be discussing your wishes for your birth
with your provider long before it's time to have the baby. Ask questions at each
appointment as you learn more about childbirth and what you prefer. Ask
questions on the hospital tour if you've chosen a hospital. Find out how your
preferences differ from their standard of care. Ask about flexibility. You have
hired them. You have ultimate say in what happens to you. However, a plan
that your provider is comfortable with will be more likely to result in the peaceful
birth you’re looking for.
If you've chosen an out of hospital birth, still ask questions. Ask about their
transfer rates before and during labor. Ask about protocol during transfers and
if anyone stays with you. Ask about safety equipment that's kept on hand in
case of an emergency. In a planned out of hospital birth sometimes your plan
focuses on the what ifs rather than the planned straight forward birth. A well
thought out plan means no surprises.
So, once you know what's normal for your provider and your planned birth
location, it's time to get an idea of what your preferences are. Your doula,
should you choose to hire one, can also help with this process. Some things to
consider as you write a plan include:

Do you want to wear a hospital gown or wear your own clothing during your
birth? If your own clothes, what would you like to wear? You have a choice!
Do you want to be hooked up to an IV, have just a saline lock in case of an
emergency, or would you prefer nothing? This is of particular importance to
discuss with your provider because some birth locations strongly suggest a saline
lock at minimum.
Are you Group B Strep positive or negative? How does this affect your care with
your particular provider? Are you planning on discussing alternatives to their
protocol?
How do you feel about fetal monitoring? It telemetry monitoring available at
your birthing location? Is fetal auscultation an option?
What types of comfort measures sound appealing to use in your labor? Find out
what your birth location offers and what you’ll need to bring with you. Not all of
these need to be on your plan. Just bring them with you or ask for them when
you arrive.
Do you have an opinion on the position you’d like to push in? Our vision of birth
is very often colored by what we’ve seen on TV—usually moms laying in a bed
with her feet up in stirrups with someone telling her to push. Many women can
certainly have a baby this way but it’s by no means the only—or even best—
position to get a baby out.
Have a discussion with your care provider about their episiotomy rates. Ask for
actual numbers. Their rates should be very low (think 5%). Episiotomy should
never be done routinely although there are still care providers that practice
that way. Make sure yours is not one of them. There are instances where an
episiotomy is the best option but it is extremely rare.
Also, as part of that discussion, ask about how they (and their partners if it’s
possible someone else will assist you in birthing your baby) prefer to manage the
pushing stage of labor. Do they support the perineum as baby is crowning if it’s
accessible? Are they comfortable catching a baby when mom is in a position
other than in a bed on her back? No surprises for either one of you this way.

Most locations now automatically provide skin to skin as long as all is well with
baby. This is great for bonding. If you’d prefer the baby wiped off before you
get your new little one, you’ll need to specify that. Also, check to make sure
that your birth location is up to date in this area.
Consider what your preferences for cord care are. Some care providers are
automatically waiting until it stops pulsing to clamp it but others still prefer an
automatic clamp. You might also want to consider cord blood donation as
part of your plan.
Who do you want to cut the cord? Is that something your partner wants to do?
Is it something to decide in the moment? It’s not always a big climactic thing.
After all, the baby just arrived!
Many birthing locations automatically give newly delivered mothers, after the
placenta has released, an prophylactic dose of pitocin to prevent postpartum
hemorrhage. Some women are at higher risk than others to have this
complication. If you hemorrhage, of course you want treatment. However,
some women would prefer to wait and see before it’s administered because
they may not need it. Having baby skin to skin and initiating breastfeeding
releases your own natural oxytocin and reduces the risk of postpartum
hemorrhage by 50%.
Newborn Care:
That brings us to that early newborn care. How are you planning on feeding this
baby? Most mothers now opt to initiate breastfeeding but there are sometimes
reasons (that are no ones business) for choosing otherwise. Feeding choice and
preferences should be on your birth plan and include preference on sugar
water and pacifier use.
Routinely, hospitals administer an antibiotic eye ointment, a vitamin K shot, and
a Hepatitis B vaccine very soon after birth. The first two are usually state
mandated. If you choose not to have one or all of these, it’s likely you’ll need
to sign a waiver. Most states also require a metabolic screening be done
before you leave the hospital. This tests for rare but severe metabolic disorders
that can be devastating if not caught early.

After you’ve considered all of this, think about what the really big things are that
you most want to keep in the event things don’t go as planned. Birth isn’t
always straight forward and the c-section rate in our country hovers around
32%. This warrants making a plan b just in case.
Finally, all of these options and preferences need to be condensed into a form
that people will read. If they don’t read it, it won’t do you any good.
Your final plan should be no more than one page. It should consist of a short
paragraphs or bullet points. No smaller than 14pt font. You should
acknowledge that you realize that birth can be unpredictable and that
flexibility may be necessary and you don’t need to include things that are
normal at your place of delivery or normal with your care providers and their
partners.
Special Circumstances:
If you are planning a home birth, make a plan for a transfer in the event of an
emergency and in the event of a long birth where pain management becomes
necessary. Ask lots of questions. Your midwife should be helpful in this area.
Keep in mind that your doula should be able to transfer with you even if your
midwife is not able.
If you are planning a VBAC, you have a special knowledge of what a cesarean
is like. Possibly you had your first during a labor. Make a plan that reflects that
and makes things better even if you need to have a second cesarean.
The following pages contain examples, options, and space to take notes.
Happy planning!

CHOICES IN YOUR BIRTH
Health Care Provider:

☐ OB/GYN ☐ Family Practice Doctor

Name:
Place of Birth:

☐Midwife

Phone:
☐ Hospital

☐ Birth Center

Name:

☐ Home

Phone:

When labor starts, I want to:
☐ Go directly to the place of birth
☐ Stay at home as long as possible
☐ I am delivering at home

Upon arriving to the hospital or birth center, I would like to:
☐ Wear the hospital gown
☐ Wear my own clothes
If you are wearing your own clothes, what would you like to wear:

I would like:

☐ No IV

☐ Saline Lock but no fluids

☐ IV with Fluids

If you are choosing not to have IV fluids, what will you drink to hydrate yourself:

My Group B Strep Status is:
☐ Positive
☐ Negative.
If positive, your healthcare provider may recommend antibiotics during labor. You may
choose to have continuous IV fluids or you may have fluids run ONLY when receiving
antibiotics (it takes about 15 minutes for the antibiotics to run and they are given every
4 hours until delivery). Please discuss your preferences with your healthcare provider. If
you are allergic to penicillin, refer to CDC guidelines for antibiotics in labor and discuss
this information with your healthcare provider.

I would like:
☐ Continuous monitoring
☐ Intermittent monitoring
☐Telemetry monitoring
☐ Fetal Auscultation

If you want intermittent monitoring, please clarify with your healthcare provider how
much time you will need to be on the monitors each hour. If you would like to utilize
telemetry monitoring, ask your birthing place how many units are available.

Pain Medication options available to me:
☐ narcotics

☐nitrous oxide

☐ epidural anesthesia

Pain management options:
☐I am planning on utilizing pain medication, help me assess the right time
☐ Please offer pain medication when it is appropriate
☐ No offers of pain medication, I will request it when I need it
☐ No offers of pain medication, I am working towards an unmedicated birth

During labor, I would like to be active and free to move into positions that are
comfortable and progress labor. Some tools I would like available are:

☐birth ball

☐ tub

☐ aromatherapy

☐peanut ball

☐ squat bar

☐heat/cold packs

☐ shower

☐rocking chair

☐warm blankets

When you tour the hospital, ask if the tools listed above are available. If tubs are not
available or are limited, ask about bringing in your own tub. If you want to deliver in
the tub, make sure both your hospital and provider are comfortable with this. If you
want a tub, check into rentals in your local area, availability, and cost. Make sure you
have all the accessories purchased before the big day.

During labor, the following will help me relax and work with my contractions:
☐ massage
☐ hair brushing

☐ hypnosis scripts I have
practiced

☐ encouraging words

☐ pictures in my room

☐ music

☐ nature sounds

☐ movies

☐ dim lights

☐ affirmations I have practiced

☐ guided medication

As far as cervical checks, I would:
☐ like to be checked at routine intervals
☐ be checked upon request, I will let you know when my labor changes

At the time of delivery, positions I have considered are:
☐ in the bed with stirrups

☐ side-lying

☐ in the bed without stirrups

☐ standing

☐ hands and knees

☐ semi-sitting with my husband

☐ squatting

behind me

☐ squatting with a squat bar
At the time of delivery, I would:
☐ like someone to help coach my pushing
☐ like to push as my body dictates

Please provide the following to reduce the risk of tearing:
☐ lubricant
☐ warm compresses
☐ support during the time of crowning

Once the baby is delivered, please:
☐ place the baby skin-to-skin on my chest
☐ wipe my baby down and then place the baby on my chest

I would like:
☐ the cord to stop pulsing before clamping is done
☐ the cord to be clamped right away

I would like to:
☐ donate my baby’s cord blood
☐ donate my baby’s cord blood if there is enough blood left after letting the
cord finishing pulsing
☐ donate my baby’s cord blood to a private bank and have the instructions
and kit available
☐ do neither

Who would you like to cut the cord?

Please:

☐ help my placenta deliver

☐ allow my placenta to deliver naturally

I am:
☐ OK with pitocin after delivery
☐ not OK with pitocin
☐ OK with pitocin IF there is clear medical need. Please discuss this with me and
my support team prior to administering the medication.

I am: ☐ breastfeeding ☐ bottle feeding ☐ pumping

I would like:
☐ all newborn procedures that are not medically indicated to be delayed until
breastfeeding has been established
☐ all newborn procedures to be done bedside
☐ routine care for my baby

I would like the following for my baby (request waivers for procedures you are not
consenting to):

☐ Antibiotic eye ointment

☐ Hepatitis B shot

☐ Vitamin K shot

☐ Metabolic Screening

If this is a boy, we are:
☐ circumcising
☐ not circumcising
☐waiting to circumcise,

I would like my baby to:
☐ room in with me
☐ stay overnight in the nursery
☐ go to nursery and be returned to me for feedings

Jane & Joe Jones’ Birth Wishes
Also attending: our doula
We have prepared for a natural birth using GentleBirth. Please assign me a
nurse who enjoys working with couples who are planning a natural birth.
Please do not offer pain medication or ask what my level of pain is. I know
what my options are, and I will ask for medications if I need them.
I’d like to stay in my own clothing.
I request low lights and quiet voices.
Please no continuous IV. A saline lock is fine.
Vaginal exams only if I request them.
No artificial rupture of membranes!
I'd like to labor in water, with a birth ball, etc.
Mother directed pushing rather than coached pushing.
I would like to push in whatever position is most comfortable for
me.
Please place baby on my chest immediately. I would prefer all
newborn assessments to be done on me.
Please delay cord clamping until it has stopped pulsing. I’d like Joe
to be given the option to cut the cord.
I would prefer an expectant rather than active management
approach concerning the third stage.
no routine pitocin unless there is an actual problem. Would
prefer to allow baby to breastfeed prefer no cord traction
No routine hepatitis B shot or antibiotic eye ointment.
In the event a c-section becomes necessary, I would like both my doula
and husband to be present. I have discussed this with my care provider. I
request a clear drape if available so I can see my baby’s birth. I would
like to initiate skin to skin as long as baby and I are both stable.

Notes

Adina Nelson, CD(DONA)
317.219.8153
adina@fireweeddoula.com
FireweedDoula.com

Introducing Fireweed Doula Services
Hi! I'm Adina Nelson. I first became interested in birth work in 2008 after the
birth of my first child. Her birth really brought home to me how important labor
support and adequate preparation are. I had neither. After her birth, I began
learning everything I could about the process and choices surrounding birth
and how that affects babies, mothers, and families. After I realized that having
a perfect birth was not a prerequisite for becoming a doula (because, yes, I'm
a doula without having had an amazing birth) I began pursuing doula work as a
career.
I trained with DONA in May of 2011 and served families in the Indianapolis area
for 8 years. During that time I was honored to attend 85 births and serve 96
families. In June of 2019 my family moved to North Idaho. I am excited to now
be serving the families of the Inland Northwest! In addition to doula work, I
teach
classes and have additional training in hypnosis and clinical
aromatherapy. While in Indiana, I served as
the area
Chapter Leader and believe
strongly in birth options after a cesarean.
Maternal mental health is my primary
motivation for the work I do and my desire is
to support families in informed choices!
I live in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho with my
husband and two beautiful daughters. We
also run Fireweed Naturals, specializing in
homemade soaps. When not doing birthrelated things you will find me running kids
places, knitting, and sporadically running.

